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            Protein — The Cornerstone of a Survival Diet

            
                                                            


            
                




By Jackie Clay




Issue #111 • May/June, 2008



It goes without saying that preparedness is not for "radicals" or "weirdos" anymore. I picked up a preparedness...            
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            Shearing, carding, spinning, weaving and creating with Margaret Boos
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            Switch your family to goat’s milk
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            Broody biddies make sense on the homestead
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            Cheaper than Store-Bought Eggs
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                Just for Kids: Some good clean fun!
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                Handy Keychain Mini-Gadgets
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                Just for Kids: Take a nite hike!
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                Winter in the High Desert — Understanding the music
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                Drawing the line on timber trespass
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                Your survival depends on water
                
                                        
                                                                    
                

            


        


        
	
 


 


Farm and Garden
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            Growing Microgreens

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    





By Lisa Nourse



Issue #176 • April/May/June, 2019

The small town where I live has two small grocery stores and getting a good variety of organic...                
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            How to Grow Garlic

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    





By Melissa Souza



Issue #167 • September/October, 2017



Garlic is easy and rewarding to grow. I use it throughout the year, as it is extremely easy...                
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            How to Grow Great Carrots

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    




By Jackie Clay-Atkinson




Issue #153 • May/June, 2015



Carrots are an old-time homesteader favorite. They can be frozen, canned, dehydrated, or simply stored in a cool...                

            


        


        

 

Americana and History
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                        the gee-whiz! page: Animals, humans, extraterrestrials, and tools
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By O. E. MacDougal




Issue #154 • July/August, 2015



There was a time when it was thought that a defining difference between humans and animals was: we use tools, they don't. But, in the last few decades, it's been discovered that many animals are tool users.

Before we go further, let's define...                    
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                        George Washington Carver — He wrote the book on self-reliance
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By John Silveira




Issue #31 • January/February, 1995



"What were you listening to when I got to your house? Sounded nice. I don't think I've ever heard it before."

O.E. MacDougal looked at me from across the table. He's the poker playing friend of Dave Duffy, the fellow who publishes this magazine....                    
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                        James Polk — A model for modern presidents
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By John Silveira




Issue #32 • March/April, 1995



It was snowing and three of us were up at the office. Dave Duffy, the fellow who publishes BHM, and I were trying to get some work done on this issue. His friend, O.E. MacDougal, had dropped by that morning.
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            How to buy your first sheep without getting shorn


            
                                                            



            
                




By Anita Evangelista




Issue #32 • March/April, 1995



Multimillionaire J. Paul Getty was once asked the secret of becoming rich. He's reported to have said, "I...            
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            Switch your family to goat’s milk


            
                                                            



            
                



By Tanya Kelley



Issue #128 • March/April, 2011



If you milk goats, there's no doubt you've heard it—"Eww! Goat's milk! Gross!" To be perfectly honest, goat...            
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            Raising your own beef
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            Broody biddies make sense on the homestead
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            Where our farm animals come from
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            This St. Bernard backwoods hero saved old Grandma’s life
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                Choosing a chain saw
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                Get the most out of your vehicle and your maintenance dollar
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                Food security 101, part 3: Why I love my vacuum sealer (and more)
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                Starting a Roadside Farm Stand

                
                                                                                                


                
                    





By John Murray


<!--


-->
Issue #158 • March/April, 2016

For country landowners who desire a way to supplement their income, operating a small roadside farm stand is an excellent business venture. Produce which is harvested on a...                
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                Growing Microgreens

                
                                                                                                


                
                    





By Lisa Nourse



Issue #176 • April/May/June, 2019

The small town where I live has two small grocery stores and getting a good variety of organic produce during the winter months is difficult. I find myself...                
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